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PLANS APPROVED FOR NET ZERO DISTILLERY IN CAMPBELTOWN

Plans have been approved for the first of several new distilleries in Campbeltown, marking
a whisky revival in the region.

The architects behind the new distillery, sustainable distilling experts Organic Architects,
welcomed the announcement that Witchburn Distillery will go ahead.

Once home to dozens of distilleries and recognised as a distinct whisky region alongside
Speyside, Highland, Lowland and Islay, until now only three distilleries remain. The
approval of the net zero carbon distillery, owned by Glasgow-based independent whisky
bottler and blender Brave New Spirits, is the first to be approved by Argyll and Bute Council.

Bari Reid, Director of Organic Architects, commented:

“The distillery will be located at the disused RAF airbase in Machrihanish and will be powered by
100% green renewable energy sources and the latest in heat and energy recovery systems,
making Witchburn one of the most environmentally friendly distilleries in Scotland. Capable of
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producing two million litres of alcohol a year, the distillery will operate 24/7 to ensure that it
keeps reusing as much heat and energy as possible.”

He added:

“Working with the local authority to get this application through the system relatively quickly
means the Campbeltown renaissance can nowmove from paper to reality. Distilling is the perfect
opportunity for the adaptive reuse of a building like this which has struggled to find a purpose,
bringing highly skilled jobs into a fragile rural economy.”

TheWitchburn distillery plans to create around 30 permanent new jobs in production,
warehousing and distribution, over the next few years with production set to commence in
the last quarter of 2024.
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NOTES TO EDITORS:

ABOUT ORGANIC ARCHITECTS
Organic Architects was established in 2009. Based
in Helensburgh on the west coast the company is
led by a teamwhich includes former National Trust
conservation architect Andrea Wise, architect and
eco-distilling specialist Gareth Roberts, as well as
distillery construction specialist Bari Reid.

Organic Architects was amongst the first architects
to design a number of the new wave of craft whisky
distilleries projects in the UK and internationally.
They have become leading experts in
environmentally friendly distilling and integrating
complex process engineering with new and
refurbished buildings.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
ORGANIC ARCHITECTS
Visit: OrganicArchitects.co.uk
Instagram:@organic_architects
Twitter:@Organic_Archi
LinkedIn:@Organic Architects

BRAVE NEW SPIRITS
Visit: Bravenewspirits.com
Phone: +44 1414 063 793
Email: adam@bravenewspirits.com

MEDIA CONTACT:
For additional information or to arrange media
interviews please contact:
Eleanor Bradford, SPEY
Email: eleanor@spey.scot
Mob: +44 (0)7860 557 682
Tel: +44 (0) 1309 678160
www.spey.scot
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